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PREFACE
Purpose of the Budget Report
The purpose of the quarterly report is to further the current understanding
about the inner workings of the budget development process held by the
Commerce Undergraduate Society body and all relevant stakeholders in
pursuit of fostering maximum transparency. It is created with the intention
of delivering an in-depth analysis of the annual budget, anticipated changes
for the upcoming fiscal year, as well as student fee usage and allocation.
In order to provide better insight as to how value is provided to the Sauder
community through funding, the report will be broken down into the
following sections: a comparison of the 2019 fiscal year and the upcoming
2020 fiscal year, an overview of the budget development process, and the
budget analysis, which includes a breakdown and justification of CUS
Service line items.
Should students or stakeholders have additional concerns or inquiries
regarding the content of this report, they are encouraged to contact the
Vice-President, Finance, Eric Jin Cheng, at finance.general@cus.ca with the
subject line being “[2020Q1 Inquiry]...”
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Financial Condition of the CUS
Message from the VP Finance
Hello UBC Sauder Community!
We can all agree that this past quarter has been nothing short of
extraordinary changes in our professional, personal, and academic lives. I
commend all of you for being resilient and supportive of one another within
these tough and unprecedented times.
In the CUS, we are constantly working towards creating a diverse and
inclusive community through a plethora of opportunities, services, and
resources, all to deliver the highest value to the students of the Sauder
School of Business.
Without further ado, I am ecstatic to release the Q1 report with the rest of
my team, highlighting the constituency’s most recent highlights and
changes.
Warm regards,
Eric Jin Cheng
Vice-President Finance of the UBC Commerce Undergraduate Society
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Impact of the transition online from 2019-2020
Due to the novel coronavirus, we have transitioned from the traditional inperson setting to fully operating online since March 16th, 2020. With provincial
restrictions of large gatherings, the CUS has canceled all events set after the
aforementioned date; as a result, we saw a drastic decrease in expenditures to
the services’ events that were nullified. Moving forward, the constituency has
adapted to the new “normal” by effectively planning our initiatives and events
through digital platforms.

Revamp of the Finance Portfolio
In previous iterations of the Finance team at the CUS, we have been faced with
high turnover, resulting in a lack of manpower to complete quarterly
operations, leading to a slight lack of accuracy in our financials. Another pitfall is
that previous financial systems were not linked and updated in real, which we
have this year by recreating our internal processes and systems used.
Furthermore, we will be upholding our continual due diligence by ensuring we
provide the most accurate and transparent information on a timely basis.

Student fees
You may have been wondering what your student fees will look like in the
upcoming year due to the digital transformation of 2020W. We will be
reducing student fees similar to the co-op model, bringing the fee down to
$175. Should we encounter more changes, we will be sure to notify the society
as we strive to create an equitable environment for all of our students. All
further calculations in this report will be based on this amount.
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COVID-19 & BLM Statement
As we navigate through this time of unprecedented uncertainty and challenge, all of us from the CUS
are concerned about the safety and well-being of our families, colleagues, partners, and the many
friends who make up our vibrant family.
Our hearts are with the individuals and communities who have been affected by the outbreak of Novel
Coronavirus (COVID-19). We must remain strong and listen to the guidelines of our local health officials
to retain everyone’s safety. Sanitary and physical distancing protocols must continue to contain the
spread of the virus. We are monitoring the Novel Coronavirus updates from Health Canada and
adjusting our guidelines accordingly as the situation develops. We thank your bravery and
commitment to tackling this pandemic.
Our hearts are also with the Black and Indigenous communities in Canada, the United States and
around the world against anti-Black racism and racial violence. It is with great sadness that we
acknowledge the racial disparity that has become impossible to ignore in the world and the damage
that these largely unfair and oppressive systems have caused towards the growth and development of
individuals and societies in the way we strive for.
We stand together with the communities calling for equality, respect and justice. It is our responsibility
to take actions into our own hands by educating ourselves and empowering those whose voices have
been silenced. At the CUS, we will be doing our best to bridge the gap in our communities.
Thank you for your ongoing efforts in keeping yourself and your communities safe. By supporting each
other, we will emerge stronger than before.
Sincerely,
The UBC Commerce Undergraduate Society
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Statement from the Audit Commission
To the Board of Directors and all Sauder Students:
We have audited the actual budget sheet of FY 2019-2020 as well as the predicted budget sheet of FY
2020-2021, along with the related income statement presented within this report. Our responsibility is
to express an opinion on these financial statements and records according to the CUS’s risk policy and
standards of transparency.
Our audit involves obtaining and reviewing audit evidence about the disclosed amounts as well as
assessing the risk of potential misstatement. The audit sources include CUS general ledger of FY 20192020, AMS trial balance of FY 2019-2020, and approved budget sheets of FY 2020-2021. The CUS
adheres to a risk policy of 20%, and the materiality has been set to be 1% of the overall annual revenue.
The appropriateness of policies used and the overall presentation of the statements are also assured.
After careful investigation and auditing, we hereby acknowledge that the 2020-2021 budget sheets and
financial statements are in fair presentation in all material aspects and are free from material
misstatement due to fraud or error. The financial position as of June 30, 2020, as well as the predicted
performance over FY 2020-2021, are in conformity with the CUS’s policies and standards. The Audit
Commission is still undergoing investigations of the FY 2019-2020 with available data.
Audit Commission,
CUS Finance Portfolio
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CUS HIGHLIGHTS
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Uncertain

Clarify

New Business Review

HOW BUDGET DEVELOPMENT (BD) WORKS

APRIL 15TH
BD begins

MAY 5TH
Round 1 due

MAY 15TH
Round 2 due

MAY 25TH
BD phase completed

Mandatory finance training and assessment (all
service chairs & VPFs)
Services provided with blank budget sheets to
complete and their previous year's for reference
Initial budget sheets completed
R1 presentations (justification of budget)
Adjustments and appeals
Adjusted budget sheets completed
All budget sheets finalized and approved

Services will not be allowed to change their
bydgets once approved

Budgeting is an important aspect of an organization’s financial planning process. All CUS
services are required to develop their budgets according to their target deficits.
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BIGGEST CHANGES IN THE FINANCE PORTFOLIO
Transparency

Real Time Record
System

Clarification and
restructuring of line
items.
Release of quarterly
reports.
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Redesigned internal
systems for increased
efficiency.

Increased
Accuracy

Integrated Cross
Functional Portfolio

Independent audit
systems and the
establishment of an
audit plan.

Implemented our team
within all aspects of the
CUS to aid operations,
facilitate collaboration,
and foster community.

FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
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2019-20 FY BUDGET
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1. Summer Operations Reserve & Service Operations Reserve
The Summer Operations Reserve and Service Operating Reserve are line items to serve as a reminder
for the cash balance needed in the CUS account, we pay the BCC and UGO approximately $300,000
each Summer and keep $40,000 for services to use for any contractual payments or expenditures in
preparation for the upcoming year respectively.
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2020-21 FY BUDGET
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21

22
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BUDGET ANALYSIS
Budget Category l: Funding
a. Early Grad and Co-op Refunds
i. Supported by the UGO and BCC, co-op students are offered $100.00 per co-op term during
the academic year. The purpose is to partially reimburse their students fees as they did not
have access to CUS services and opportunities whilst away on their work placement.
b. Sponsorship
i. There has not yet been any confirmed sponsorships, but based on historical data it is
projected to receive $5000.00 of funding.
c. Student fees
i. Student fees allows the CUS to support students, CUS-affiliated services and clubs. Due to
the digital shift in 2020W, student fees will be reduced to $175.00. Our projections reflect
that the CUS will collect $647,500.00.

Budget category II: Administrative
a. Coffee
i. Due to the novel coronavirus, there are no incurred expenses and will remain until campus
reopens.
b. Lockers
i. Due to the novel coronavirus, locker revenues will remain zero until campus reopens and
lockers are available for rental.
24

a.
b.
c. Slack Premium
i. Slack enables the CUS to effectively and efficiently communicate with each other. It is
projected that Slack premium will incur a total cost of $1800.00 this year on the Slack for
Education plan. More budget has been allocated compared to previous years to support a
larger team.
d. Website Hosting
i. It is projected that website hosting will incur a total cost of $1200.00, which is used towards
website domain renewal and server maintenance.

Budget Category III: Board Executive, and Service Council
a. Board of Directors
i. The CUS Board of Directors is an elected body that oversees the major operations of the
Commerce Undergraduate Society. The BoD is heavily involved in policy development, budget
approval, enforcing community standards and supporting student initiatives. Our budget
mainly covers expenses for events that allow the BoD members to interact with students. We
are prioritizing delivering meaningful support to students professionally, personally, and
academically whilst this pandemic. The BoD wants to consult students as often as possible to
advocate for their demands and enhance their undergraduate experience.
b. Service Council Retreat
i. The Service Council Retreat has not incurred any costs as it has not yet happened. All CUS
Socials in Q1 were held online and have not incurred any other costs other than Zoom
Premium budgeted by the Internal Portfolio.
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a.
b.
c. Presidential
i. The Presidential Portfolio consists of an Administrative Director, two HR Directors, an IT
Director with two IT Associates. Our service aims to support the President and the entire CUS
with the many tasks they work on. We work cohesively through effective communication to
run meetings, plan socials and retreats, tackle new changes, and keep our undergraduate
society organized. That being said, the majority of our budget was allocated for operations.
Every great organization consists of a strong backbone. We strive to help CUS reach their
highest potential to accomplish the goals we have as an organization for the student body.
d. Executive Council
i. The Executive Council works diligently in overseeing the CUS portfolios including Academic,
Marketing, Finance, Student Engagement, External and Internal. We work cohesively with
each other and their many different branches of services to continue to provide amazing
opportunities for Sauder students. Our budget is allocated to congratulate them or their
team on big milestones, accomplishments and to recognize their countless hours of work and
efforts. It also provides opportunities for team bonding which is essential for the high level of
coordination, communication and team work needed. Our vision is to continue working and
overcoming the challenges of creating changes to adapt to the novel coronavirus epidemic
to provide events and opportunities in creating an unique experience for each and every
Sauder student.
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Budget Category IV: CUS Internal Portfolio Operations
a. Academic Portfolio
i. Academic Portfolio
1. The Academic Portfolio aims to enhance students’ academic advocacy through the
following 5 services: Commerce Mentorship Program, External Conferences, Sauder JDC
West, JDC Junior Development, The New Business Review, as well as policy development
and event safety. Due to the current novel coronavirus situation, we have planned cost
effective virtual events, which resulted in significant decrease in its target deficit. At the
same time, we are dedicated to implement more communication tools and improve
policies and event safety to maximum extent to empower students professionally and
academically.
ii. Business & Computer Science (BUCS)
1. Business & Computer Science (BUCS) liaises between the BUCS Night Student Association
and the CUS Executive Council leading up to the BUCS nights. BUCS also bridges the gap
between BUCS students and industry professionals through hosting networking events
and workshops. There are no further statements as representatives have not yet been
hired.
iii. Commerce Mentorship Program
1. The Commerce Mentorship Program is a professional, non-profit academic program which
strives to catalyze the academic growth for commerce students through providing exam
packages and review sessions led by fellow Sauder students.
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2. Our expendi
iii. a
1. f
2. Our expenditures are heavily revolved around our Academic Consultants, ensuring we
provide high quality review materials and review sessions. The latter bulk of our
expenditures go towards our operations and gift expenses, the rest are for marketing and
catering for our events. This year, CMP is aiming to expand on our services to help more
students academically and professionally through offering review sessions for two new
additional courses along with hosting an internship/academic research night.
iv. JDC West Junior Development
1. JDC Junior Development (JDC Junior Dev) aims to support students develop case analysis
skills and experience by going through five sessions taught by seasoned case competitors
and participating in a mock case competition at the end of the program.
2. Our budget allowed us to place greater emphasis on delivering value to our students. We
combined two information sessions to place greater focus on our participants. Our goal is
to continue expanding our program whilst attracting new applicants. We will also be
growing our brand through digital marketing. Our theme for the program this year is
personal growth and we hope that participants are able to not only learn the knowledge
of case skills through the sessions but also be able to develop their passion for case
competitions.
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iii. a
iv. a
v. JDC West Competition
1. JDC West is Western Canada’s largest business school competition. Participants compete
in one of the four competition areas - academics, athletics, debate or social. Due to the
novel coronavirus, we were able to reallocate logistics costs as the competition will be
now online. Hence, our budget was strategized significantly differently than previous
years. Despite the current circumstances, JDC West will make sure that everyone
participating in our program, competitors and executives stays goal-oriented and will
achieve these goals by the end of the competition. No matter what the placement
outcome is, everyone will have something to take away from the experience and be able
to reflect on some aspects of professional, personal, and/or academic growth.
vi. External Conferences
1. External Conferences encourage and support Sauder students to attend external
conferences and events without heavy financial burdens holding them back. This is
accomplished by partially reimbursing travel cost, accommodation, and delegate fee
expenses. While ExCO is undergoing reevaluation of our strategy given the situation
surrounding the novel coronavirus, we based our budgeting process on historical data
and improvement of value to be delivered to the student body. This year, we aim to
support as many students as possible, particularly first years, in order to increase
awareness of ExCo. Additionally, we are working on streamlining the application and
reimbursement process to be more efficient for students, our team, and the CUS Finance
team.
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a. Academic Portfolio
b. External Portfolio
i. External Portfolio
1. The External Affairs Portfolio supports students' academic, professional and personal
growth through its 6 CUS Services: NSCC, Me Inc., Imprint, CUS Pride, Sexual Violence
Prevention Student Coordinators, and Executive Mentorship Program. We lead the CUS'
Corporate Relations Commission, maintaining the CUS' exceptional corporate relations
standards and strengthening relationships with our corporate sponsors. We are also
involved in different annual projects such as hosting interfaculty events and running the
CUS Broadcast. In order to strengthen relationships and retain our external partners this
year, we have decided to allocate sufficient budget for our Corporate Partner
Appreciation Event. We are also determined to improve our brand image within the UBC
community and $1500 is allocated towards supporting CUS services and initiatives that
contribute to this cause. We aim to strengthen the CUS' relationships with external
partners, to improve the reputation of the CUS and the Sauder School of Business, and
maximize the value delivered to all BCom students. The Portfolio aims to achieve these
goals by delivering value through the Portfolio's 6 services, by promoting transparency
and professionalism in our interactions with external partners and leveraging our external
capacity to benefit all BCom students.
ii. Imprint
1. Imprint is the largest student-led corporate branding and marketing conference in
Western Canada. We give students a glimpse into the world of corporate branding and
bridge the gap between top candidates and industry professionals. Our past features
include P&G, TELUS, Google, PepsiCo, and vessi.
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i. External
ii. Imprint
1. Im
2. Most of Imprint’s budget is allocated to the annual Imprint Conference and Case
Competition. Through case competitions, workshops, panels, and networking sessions, we
took a fresh approach to the budget allocation based on increasing student value and
experiences.
3. Imprint will be carrying on the prevailing traditions set by previous years while continuing
to seek growth opportunities with the purpose of sustaining the impacts it makes within its
communities. Imprint views 2020-2021 as a pivotal year to further expand industry
connections and student outreach, especially in light of the current world standing. By
prioritizing student feedback, Imprint will be creating safe and collaborative environments
encompassing valuable learning opportunities.
iii. CUS Pride
1. CUS Pride provides opportunities for queer and trans business students to connect with
other members of the LGBT+ community within Sauder and beyond. We aim to provide a
better sense of belonging and togetherness for the LGBT+ student body at Sauder by
hosting various events. This year, we have allocated our budget to key event components
based on previous year's spending and budget and general research. Allocated funds are
a lot more focused on food this year compared to last year, because from our experience,
the food is the largest spending component at any event.
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2.
iii. LGBTQ2+
iv. Me Inc.
1. To empower Sauder Undergraduates with their own professional network, career roadmap
and personal brand, Me Inc was founded so that our future business leaders are better
equipped to handle adversity and lead others to success. In the Round 2 budget
development process, our budget allocations consist of a large portion towards venue
costs & catering which serve as value added services for our generous networking
delegates and eager students. Our team hopes to be a critical resource for first and second
year students in discovering their potential specializations. Through various pre-conference
workshops and our conference, Me Inc. hopes to build the personal brands of attending
students through guided networking, mentoring sessions, and workshops. Simultaneously,
we emphasize the importance of realizing that each student has their own unique career
path.
v. NSCC
1. NSCC is a comprehensive opportunity for students across North America to learn about
strategy consulting. This annual event brings together the nation's top undergraduate and
MBA talent in a three-day competition and one-day conference to showcase their
knowledge and abilities to respected professionals in the consulting industry. The goal of
our event is to allow students to experience the dynamic lifestyle of the consulting industry.
Currently, we are planning out Round 3 should there be any changes due to the novel
coronavirus as we are anticipating all of NSCC to happen virtually. This will shift our biggest
expenses from hotel costs and food to gifts packages. This year, our goal is to continue to
build and improve the NSCC’s reputation amongst the UBC Sauder Community. We aim to
build a strong, collaborative team that fosters mentorship and positive culture while
increasing accessibility of the event to first and second year students with Case Workshops.
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v. NSCC
1. NSCC is a compr
vi. Clarify
1. Clarify provides meaningful support for survivors through ongoing education, activism
and open dialogue on matters pertaining to sexual violence and consent. Clarify has
allocated their budget to events that will focus on education, activism and dialogue
around matters touching on sexual violence and consent. The vision of Clarify is to
establish Sauder as a community that engages and provides meaningful support for
survivors through such events. These events will widen students' understanding of these
topics, provide resources for support of survivors & allies, and bring awareness to the
importance of consent culture in our faculty. This year, Clarify will focus on mandating
transparent leadership within the CUS, implementing student-informed initiatives, and
collaborating with leaders in the broader UBC community to better represent the voices
of students affected by sexual violence.
c. Finance Portfolio
i. Finance Portfolio
1. The

Finance

Portfolio

responsibilities

include

oversees

the

budgeting

financial
creation,

operations
finances

of

the

CUS;

oversight,

and

its

main

financial

planning/analysis. Within the portfolio, there is the Finance Commission and Audit
Commission. The team of 9 Financial Analysts guide their assigned services throughout
the

annual

budgeting

process

and

ensure

subsequent

efficient

and

accurate

documentation of expenses and revenues. The Finance Commission works side by side
with the Audit Commission to ensure transparency, accuracy, and integrity. The purpose
of the Audit Commission is to maximize transparency, accuracy, and integrity by
overseeing CUS’s financial transactions and processes and resolving any discrepancies
found.
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vi. SVPSC
c. Finance Portfolio
i. Finance Portfolio
1. By ensuring equitable financial practices and proper use of the student fees, it aims to
improve the financial governance and risk management within CUS ultimately. Within the
upcoming year, the portfolio has restructured all internal processes and policies to
enhance accuracy, transparency, and efficiency and will continue to look for ways to
contribute maximum value to the constituency and student body. For our budget this
year, we have allocated the majority of our funds to the Financial Literacy event which
will be held in the second semester.
d. Internal Portfolio
i. Internal Portfolio
1. With the responsibility of supporting clubs, CUS Sustainability, CUS Elections, CUS Awards
and Recognition, and CUS Business Week, the Internal Portfolio aims this year to increase
the support especially for clubs. This ensures that club Presidents are equipped with
necessary resources to expand their value delivered to the student body and have the
opportunity to connect with other club presidents. The majority of our budgeting went
towards providing Zoom licenses for events and meetings for the CUS, as well as helping
and encouraging club Presidents. Zoom enables the CUS to effectively and efficiently
communicate with each other through video conferencing. It will be used by all portfolios
of the constituency and services. It is projected that Zoom will incur a total cost of
$1650.00 this year, where $1092.00 has already been incurred.
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d. Internal Portfolio
i. Internal Portfolio
ii. Awards & Recognition
1. The Awards & Recognition Committee is dedicated to recognizing the accomplishments and
service of Sauder students, clubs, conferences and faculty through an annual gala event to
celebrate the year. Due to the novel coronavirus, we have planned to cut our costs by using
resources already provided by the CUS and from previous years. One of our goals of this
upcoming year is to improve communication with CUS clubs and services regarding the
evaluation process throughout the year: furthermore, we are brainstorming the most
effective ways to evaluate events in a just and meaningful manner now that all events are
online.
iii. Business Week
1. Business Week strives to bring the Sauder community together and to start of each
academic semester with a bang. This year, we organized two events:
a. BizWeek: This weeklong kick-off event brings together clubs, CUS Services, conferences,
and external partners hosts boothing, fun events, networking, and much more to
showcase the Sauder community to new and returning students from all faculties.
b. Commerce Day: Kicks-off the start of second semester with the Sauder Impact Gala
where the community comes together to celebrate Sauderites and their unique stories
c. *Business Week has merged with Commerce Day as one service and line item
2. Undergoing serious consideration of the value it’ll bring to incoming first-years and
returning students during budget development, we believe the transition into a new school
year should be engaging and full of spirit. Based on the feedback from historical years and
due to the novel coronavirus, we allocated our budget to reflect a greater online presence.
Overall, Business Week aims to embody what Sauder is, and help build the personal,
professional and academic lives of students.
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ii. Awards & Recognition
iii. Business Week
iv. CUS Sustainability
1. CUS Sustainability aims to educate and inspire students to create sustainable change by
making

sustainability

socially,

economically,

and

environmentally

relevant

and

meaningful in a business context. We provide students opportunities at our flagship
conference (Chasing Sustainability), workshops, and at networking events. Our budget of
$12,000 is allocated to a variety of items including catering, marketing, prizes, and venue
costs. Although the pandemic has caused uncertainty in our events, we still hope to inspire
and educate our student body to incorporate the sustainability pillars in their personal
and professional lives.
2. *CUS Sustainability has merged with Chasing Sustainability as one service and line item
v. Elections
1. CUS Elections Committee is in charge of all elections events relating to Sauder. We aim to
connect the Sauder student body with potential candidates to maximize transparency, as
well as provide an ample platform for candidates to share their views and visions with
students. Our budget accounts for all mandatory elections events as well as
collaborations with other CUS services. This year, we have focused on increasing online
marketing and promotion, and collaborating in projects with other CUS services. Our goal
is to continue connecting the Sauder community with potential candidates in order to
maximize students' representation in the CUS. We aim to provide the necessary resources
and support to candidates to get their messages and visions across. Meanwhile, we aim to
increase our service's presence in Sauder by promoting the services and resources we
provide to students.
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iii. Business Week
iv. CUS Sustainability
e. Marketing Portfolio
i. Marketing Portfolio
1. Marketing portfolio is responsible for communicating the CUS' value to students and the
community by creating effective and creative content. We also assist services and other
portfolios with design, marketing, and branding. This year we budgeted for Adobe Suites,
which will allow the marketing team to develop valuable skills that can prepare them for
the world of marketing, and provide creative, appealing, and original work. Since Term 1 is
going to be completely online, we have shifted a lot of our expenses to gifts for Instagram
development. This year, we will focus on providing valuable experiences for both
members of CUS Marketing and the student body. We aim to reach 950 followers on
Instagram, as well as update all our branded materials and improve the website.
Furthermore, we aim to create original designs ourselves, rather than pulling things off
the internet to make our marketing contents.
ii. Campus AmbasSauder
1. CAP provides Sauder students with the opportunity to demonstrate their presentation and
professionalism skills via presentations at local high schools. The program offers an
opportunity to attract fresh minds to the Sauder community. CAP is currently impacted by
the novel coronavirus as the program presents directly to high schools. CAP is currently
waiting to see if BC will be resorting to online or in-person teaching for secondary schools
before finalizing plans. The goal of CAP is to reach out to as many high schools as
possible and to continue to show all that Sauder has to offer, an important task since
prospective students may be unsure about applying due to the novel coronavirus.
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i. Marketing Portfolio
ii. Campus AmbasSauder
iii. Visual Media
1. CUS Visual Media aims to capture some of Sauder’s most memorable moments
throughout the academic year and provide photography and videography services to CUS
affiliated clubs.We allocated the most of our budget to purchase new equipment. With the
new equipment, we can provide the best quality of photos and videos to CUS-affiliated
services and have our photographers gain experience with the latest technology.
Additionally, CUS Visual Media aims to build stronger relationships with other fellow
services and clubs and achieve higher attendance rate to all Sauder events.
iv. Yearbook and Prospectus
1. Yearbook & Prospectus creates and distributes the annual Prospectus agenda and the
end-of-year student yearbook for Sauder students. We create these two products from
the beginning to end: from producing designs, to editing photos, to copywriting, to
organizing information, the final yearbook and Prospectus are the byproduct of the
arduous process. Our budget is focused on paying for the production of these two books,
this year we included more funds on marketing the service to increase our presence in the
Sauder community and bring stronger impact to students through our end products. We
aim to incorporate modern design trends to produce clean and modern publications that
students will be proud to use. Our goal is to provide utility, we identify and cater to
student struggles and scheduling habits in Prospectus in order to create a valuable
resource.
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iii.
f. Student Engagement Portfolio
i. Student Engagement Portfolio
1. The Student Engagement (SE) Portfolio and its services are the champions of the personal
pillar of the CUS. We prioritize the personal lives of students and aim to build a sense of
belonging and community in the Sauder student body. Given this year’s unique
circumstances, we have found different ways to engage students such as through prize
giveaways as incentives. We hope to keep students engaged and offer great experience
no matter the circumstances. Now more than ever, it is important to ensure that students
are engaged and feel that they belong to a community within Sauder. The SE Portfolio
aims to continuously innovate and find new ways to engage Sauder students no matter
how far apart we may be. Whether that is through online events or creating global hubs
of Sauder students - we hope that everyone feels like they belong to a community within
Sauder.
ii. Commerce Community Program
1. Commerce Community Program (CCP) aims to help students go #BeyondBusiness in their
time at Sauder. CCP celebrates responsible business practices by volunteering and
fundraising for local, social-driven organizations. This year, we received a $4250 budget
to continue to provide opportunities for Sauder students and support socially-driven
businesses. With the novel coronavirus, a large part of our funds will be allocated towards
purchasing from local businesses. Whether it be raffle prizes, catering, or other event
material, CCP will aim to spend our budget on local and ethical businesses. Even if we are
physically distant from one another, CCP's goal this year is to continue to create a
community of students who are passionate about giving back. Our goal is to continue to
inspire students through discussions with responsible business leaders and amplify local,
ethical businesses.
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i. Student Engagement Portfolio
ii. Commerce Community Program
iii. First Year Committee (FYC)
1. The First Year Committee (FYC) helps bring together first year students to build a
stronger connection with each other through networking and other social events. These
events are meant to provide a comforting and inviting space for first year students to
relax, be active, and have fun. There are no further statements as representatives have
not yet been hired.
iv. Grad Night
1. Grad Night is a celebratory event for graduating members of the Sauder Community, held
at the end of the academic term. This year, using past years’ expenses we tried to find the
value in each cost and prioritized allocating our budget where it provided the most value
to graduates. That meant removing items that we deemed to be unnecessary and adding
tangible value offerings such as memorabilia party favours. However, all plans are
contingent on the novel coronavirus and if the circumstances do not allow for an
extravagant event, the budget may have to be revamped. Initially, Sauder Grad Niht’s
vision for this year was to create a must-attend event. By making the event in CPA Hall
where students line up much like HeWe and POITS, so that it is affordable and accessible.
However, due to the novel coronavirus, our vision is now to celebrate grads and make
them feel special in creative ways.
v. Health and Wellness
1. HeWe’s mission is to provide fun and healthy events to create a sense of community for
students. This year, we want to be able to still connect students separated by distance,
expand the demographic of encouraging more male students to attend HeWe events, and
remind students to take care of their physical and mental wellbeing especially during
quarantine.
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iv. Grad Night
v. Health and Wellness
1.
2. By basing on the number of students HeWe would be able to reach and focusing on events
that would still be deliverable, we aim to bring students together during tough times like this
and to remind students to always take care of their health. Due to the novel coronavirus, inperson events are not feasible - therefore, we have spread out the funds that would have
been allocated for logistics to online contest prizes and operating the HeWe website.
3. *Health and Wellness (HeWe) has merged with Health and Wellness Convention (HeWe
Convention) as one service and line item
vi. POITS
1. POITS brings together the Sauder community outside of a classroom and networking setting
for the opportunity to build strong relationships in a casual and fun environment. We provide
a safe space to create new friendships and are often known as a favorite pastime in the
student body. Our budget was reduced this year due to the novel coronavirus, as a result, we
will be running a variety of online events in Term 1 and hopefully, the signature POITS Ski Trip
in Term 2. Our goal this year is to create more events for the Sauder community to come
together and enjoy and create an even larger impact in the UBC and Sauder community.
vii. Sauder International Student Association
1. SISA aims to create a more inclusive and diverse community in Sauder by organizing crosscultural events. Our goal this year is to enhance the experience of Sauder Students by
providing a platform for international and domestic students to socialize and learn about
each other’s culture. Our budget was allocated based on how students would benefit from the
various services provided by SISA and how it would help have a positive impact on the
community. Our events will assist international students to get involved in the community and
learn about different cultures.
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vi. POITS
vii. Sauder International Student Association
viii. Sauder Sports
1. Sauder Sports aims to bring the Sauder community together by organizing physical activities
and athletic competition. It is our goal to make staying active more accessible to our student
body. Our service's budget for this year is primarily allocated towards larger events and
tournaments on the UBC campus and around BC. Not only will students be able to stay active,
but they will also be able to share memories with their friends. Our vision is to help relieve
students of their stress during the school year by providing a variety of fun sporting events.
We want to engage students of all ages with our well organized and enjoyable events with our
enthusiastic and positive team.

Budget Category V: Clubs Funding
a. Club Membership Grant
i. This year, the CUS will be providing a base fee of $1,200.00 for each affiliated club within the
CUS. The CUS will be accepting 15 AMS clubs to affiliate with the CUS projecting club funding
expenses this year to be $18,000.00. The monetary funding will allow clubs to function at the
same level and provide quality events and services to BCOM students, whether online or inperson. The CUS is dedicated to support clubs that provide quality resources to BCOM
students and will ensure that they get the necessary support throughout the year.
b. Club Membership Subsidies
i. Due to the uncertainty of membership in clubs for 2020W, the CUS has decided to move
forward with supporting clubs with an increased grant instead of a variable membership
subsidy. In FY2021, there will be a membership subsidy.
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Budget Category VI: Contributions to Sauder Programs
a. Brand Management Mentorship Program (BMMP)
i. The Brand Management Mentorship Program (BMMP) helps bridge students who are
interested in Marketing to professionals. The contract is undergoing a renewal process and it
is projected that we will support BMMP with $10,000.00 this year and up to $30,000.00 in
three years.
b. Business Career Center (BCC)
i. The Business Career Center (BCC) provides resources to help students improve their
interviewing skills and career development through career guidance, resume writing,
interview preparation, and co-op advising. Each year, the CUS provides funding to the BCC
and this year, the CUS will be sponsoring a reduced amount of $131,000.00 due to the effects
of the novel coronavirus.
c. International Case Competitions
i. The International Case Competition aims to improve student’s case analysis and presentation
skills. Spearheaded by Professor Kin Lo, the Senior Associate Dean, discussions are still
ongoing and it is projected that the CUS will be sponsoring $10,000.00. The CUS supports all
students participating in international case competitions.
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Budget Category VII: Project Funds
a. Commerce Student Initiative Fund
i. The Commerce Student Initiative Fund (CSIF) was established this year where Conference
Affiliation and Clubs Innovation Grant merged together. CSIF aims to encourage and support
all CUS Services, Clubs, and students to ignite new initiatives. Working closely with the Board
of Directors, CSIF ensures that all applications are assessed fairly. With the funding of
$50,000.00, this committee looks forward to hearing from CUS Services, Clubs, and Students
and supporting new initiatives and opportunities for the Sauder community.
b. Commerce Diversity Award
i. The Commerce Diversity Scholarship is a $100,000.00 five-year scholarship created by the
Commerce Undergraduate Society to support Black, Indigenous and People of Colour (BIPOC)
students in their studies at the Sauder School of Business. This initiative aims to empower
BIPOC students and aid them in achieving their goals while being supported by the CUS
community. Throughout the five years, $20,000.00 will be given out each year. In future
years, we aim to include more marginalized communities to best support our students.

Budget Category VIII: Other
a. Summer Operations Reserve & Service Operations Reserve
i. The Summer Operations Reserve and Service Operating Reserve are line items to serve as a
reminder for the cash balance needed in the CUS account, we pay the BCC and UGO
approximately $300,000 each Summer and keep $40,000 for services to use for any
contractual payments or expenditures in preparation for the upcoming year respectively.
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Defunct Line Items
a. Addition to Service Council Appreciation
i. Removed as this line item has not been used in historical data.
b. Addition to Social Budget
i. Removed as this line item has not been used in historical data.
c. Board of Directors Retreat
i. Removed as all three retreats have been combined into one to facilitate more cohesive
bonding.
d. Bizbuzz (AKA Cavalier)
i. Removed as it does not exist anymore.
e. Capital Projects Fund
i. Removed as this line item has not been used in historical data.
f. Case Competition Club
i. Removed as this line item has not been used in historical data.
g. Class Liaison
i. Removed as this line item has not been used in historical data.
h. Club Innovation
i. Removed as it merged into the Commerce Student Initiative Fund (CSIF).
i. CUS Leaders Benefit
i. Removed as this line item has not been used in historical data.
j. Expenses from Last Year
i. Removed as this line item has not been used in historical data.
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i.
j.
k. Internal Audit
i. Removed as it became a part of the Finance Portfolio as Audit Commission.
l. Lounge Re-Design
i. Removed as this line item has not been used in historical data.
m. Miscellaneous Expenses
i. Removed as it does not support accuracy and transparency.
n. Miscellaneous Revenues
i. Removed as it does not support accuracy and transparency.
o. Service Innovation
i. Removed as it merged into the Commerce Student Initiative Fund.
p. Special Projects
i. Removed as it has not been used in historical data.
q. Training and Development
i. Removed as this line item has not been used in historical data and training and development
expenses must be included in budgets.
r. Contingency Fund
i. Removed as this line item has not been used in historical data.
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Should students or stakeholders have additional concerns or inquiries regarding the content of this report,
they are encouraged to contact the Vice-President, Finance, Eric Jin Cheng, at finance.general@cus.ca with
the subject line “[2020Q1 Inquiry]"
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